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My proposal to the politically correct Automobile 
Companies would lower the average price of a car to 
consumers by more than $3000, while at the same time 
making the cars substantially safer. Engines would run 
smoother. Very little impact on the environment! 
Foolish executives!
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transfer out of the prison Epstein died in. Bruce Bark…
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· Aug 22SaveTheJobs @SaveTheJobs
Replying to @realDonaldTrump
So where are the Trump cars? What’s taking you so long to build your 
factory? 
 
Automobile Companies know that they can sell more cars ignoring your 
advice than if they took it. They’re REAL businessman. 
 
But you wouldn’t know what that’s like, would you?
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· Aug 22Mari @MariResists2
Replying to @realDonaldTrump
That $3000 price cut will be on the emission system. You just removed the 
carbon emissions reduction requirement.  More pollution doesn't make cars 
safer.  It actually does much harm to our environment....much harm to our 
lungs.  California cares about our environment, do you?
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Donald J Trump, auto safety engineer.
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Trump University.
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1. you know what else lessens the impact on the environment? 
#publictransportation. why are you taking away funding for that, especially 
in areas that people depend on it most?? busses are NOT just places to talk 
about grabbing womens genitalia.
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Get it done!
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A car maven speaks. Unfortunately, like everything else, he doesn't know 
what the fuxk he's talking about.
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